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Customer Messaging Suite (CMS) is a global solution to 
communicate with your customer, from his booking, at 
check-in, during his stay and after departure.
Automatic or one-time exchanges are carried out through 
customized E-mail, SMS, WhatsApp, Messenger.

Why is communication so important and what is 
the best way to do it?

Today, customers want to communicate with the hotel throughout their stay  
and therefore the dialog must be constant. This is a very good approach, as 
it improves your clients' experience before they leave and avoids negative 
post-stay reviews. 

Communication yes, but how? Simply by using the most familiar ways of 
communication for your customers: via WhatsApp©, Messenger©, SMS or 
Email,.... 

WhatsApp© is one of the most popular applications in the world with more 
than 1.3 billion users. Offering an open and easy communication, CMS 
makes your hotel more accessible and gives a more personal customer 
experience. Since only the phone number is required, you no longer have to 
deal with spam problems. Guests prefer to give their phone number rather 
than their email address.

In addition, WhatsApp© allows you to create a profile of your organization, 
for a simple and effective presentation of your hotel, as you can do it with 
Facebook© or Google©.



CMS contains 5 modules 

1 Message Management

You can create unlimited number of fully 
customizable email templates in a simple and 
efficient way, by inserting photos, links and data 
from Infor HMS (e.g. name, first name, dates of 
stay, room type, value of stay, etc…)
These automatic mailings can be triggered for: 
Individual reservation confirmations/ 
modifications/cancellations, advanced deposit 
requests, no-shows, birthday, online check-ins, ... 
You can also send booking confirmations for 
Groups and Events.
Attachments created via CMS can be integrated 
into emails (proforma, voucher, debit 
authorization, etc.)

Online Pre-Check-in and 
Online Check-in2

• Online Pre-Check-in :
Save time for your next check-ins. You can 
request customized information (opt-in/out, 
arrival time, GDPR, guest preferences, 
allergies,...).
All responses are automatically saved Infor HMS 
guest stay., tab Messages / Notes / Guest Profile.

• Online Check-in :
In this new context of limited exchanges, the 
customer will be able to check in from his 
mobile.
They will receive an email with a form to fill in 
(the current equivalent of registration card).
The information requested can also be 
personalised (postal address, GDPR acceptance, 
etc.).

Payment Gateway3
CMS can be integrated with online payment 
gateway, if this one supports Api.
In this case, link can be automatically inserted in 
an email for advance deposit payment (before 
arrival)  or for guest extra payment (before 
departure).
Amount paid via a platform gateway is 
automatically recorded in HMS.



CMS contains 5 modules 

Guest Survey

The guest survey is also fully customizable 
(photos, logo, questions). 
You choose when you want to send it (during 
guest stay and/or after his departure). Answers 
are automatically stored in the Infor HMS guest 
profile. 
The answers are also stored in an integrated BI 
tool . Analysis dashboards are available with 20 
selection criteria (e.g. customer segment, room 
type, source, nationality, etc.).
Under certain conditions, responses can also be 
communicated to social media applications (e.g. 
Tripadvisor).

Instant Messaging

Hotel needs to communicate with his guests and his 
internal teams. 
Others solutions, provided today on the market, are 
not integrated with PMS. 
With CMS, all customer or internal messages are 
automatically registered within the "Message" tab in 
Infor HMS guest stay.
Hotel will automatically get an ‘Open Ticket’ list for all
guest request not completed.

Communication can be done at 3 levels:

• Automatic message: 
- Guest message: Welcome cocktail, room ready for 
pre-registered guest...
- Internal alert: VIP arrival, exceeding credit limit,  
guest check-in or check-out,...

• One-time message: 
- Guest message (eg : your watch has been found,...)
- Internal message for a specific department 
(reception, housekeeping, maintenance, 
restaurant,...): a complaint or a particular request 
from a customer (eg: extra towels in the room).

• Hotel Desk: 
- In-House guest may send request to hotel via a 
specific WhatsApp's assistant. Alerts are automatically 
sent to appropriate department.
- Guest may also get Hotel informations.
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1 Booking Confirmation

Proforma in attached file created through CMS



2 Online Pre Check-in and Online Check-in at Hotel

The guest receives an email connected to a personalized registration online pre check-in.
Answers are automatically integrated in ‘Message’ tab in the Infor HMS guest stay. 
Depending on your criteria, the answers can go up as “Open tickets". The list of open tickets can be consulted in 
Infor HMS. 
As soon as the message is processed, simply save it in the status 'Completed', then it will no longer appear in the 
open tickets list.
In this new context of exchange limitations, you can give your customer the possibility to check-in from his mobile 
phone.
The information already filled in in his reservation (ex: email, mobile, address,...) are automatically integrated into 
the form. The customer's answers are automatically integrated into the Infor HMS customer file.
With Infor HMS version 3.8.3.1, the answers from the online check-in are also saved in the 'Documents' tab as a 
PDF registration card.
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2 Online Pre Check-in and Online Check-in at Hotel
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By clicking on "I authorize the hotel to 
use my personal data", a field for the 
electronic signature appears. This 
signature is also saved in the 
'Documents' tab of Infor HMS.



3 Payment Getaway

Online payment can be made when requesting a deposit. In this case, an email is sent to your client at the 
time of booking with the amount of the deposit to be paid and the deadline for payment. This email contains 
a link to a secure online payment site (e.g. MIPS). As soon as the customer has paid, the amount of the 
deposit is registered in the 'Deposit received' field of HMS. 

Online payment can also be used to pay the outstanding amount of the invoice before the customer leaves. 
In this case, an email is sent to your customer the day before or the same day of his departure with a 
proforma invoice attached and a link to a secure online payment site. As soon as the customer has paid, the 
amount paid is recorded in the customer's invoice. The final invoice will be sent to him after check-out, by 
email via HMS.



4 Instant Messaging 

IMPORTANT: All communications (emails, online check-in, guest survey, one-time messages, 
customer responses, internal messages, etc.) are automatically stored in the Infor HMS guest stay 
via [Messages] tab.
You can also obtain a list of messages to be processed by using the notion 'Completed or not' in 
each message. 
The department concerned (Reception, Housekeeping, Management,...) receives an alert (by 
email, Windows pop-up, SMS or WhatsApp) as soon as a guest sends a message.

Customer's phone Team member’s phone

Customer 
response via 
mobile phone

Automatic message 
received upon 
check-in

Automatic message 
received when room 
status is ‘Clean’



4 Instant Messaging Hotel Desk

Unique registration Id for guest
(# + booking n°)

For option 1 to 3, any request is directly sent to the 
right department through WhatsApp and also 

recorded on Message tab in the Infor HMS guest stay. 

For option 4 ‘Information Desk’, guest may view
different type of informations (GTC, spa brochure, 

restaurant menu,…)

You can create as many sub menus as you want. In 
this case for ‘Leisure Desk’, guest may have 

navigation map for points of interest.



5 Guest Survey

Your guest will automatically receive an email connected to your guest survey during his stay and/or after his departure.
Answers are automatically integrated into Infor HMS guest profile and will therefore be visible during a future stay.
All our forms are responsive on mobile device.



Our team is at your disposal.

Interfaces 64
marketing@interfaces64.com
Mobile : +33 (0) 673831857

Bizkarreneko Bidea
64210 Bidart - France

Customer Messaging Suite (CMS), fully integrated with Infor 
HMS, allows you to optimize your communication with your 
customers and teams in a simple and direct way.

Customer Messaging Suite (CMS) centralizes all your 
messages within Infor HMS guest stay.

HMS is a product of Infor ©. 
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